1 April 1909

Dear Mrs...

I thank you much for lending me the Mercury with account of the Pictures Story. I am glad you have taken your efforts in England all the light of the Picture. I am glad that they are as well spoken of as it must have been felt a good while the world together. We are all living big lives in the place that are with so charming music
Glorious weather which is very nice. As we had a very nice dinner yesterday and went to the theatre, a very pleasant outing. There were a few beautiful pictures and others, very low type, though some of them were cleverly painted. The new departure seems to be the attempt to make faces, not individuals, but simply the expression in the face of a man. How far from the style of artists who do it with some feeling, to these careless, mechanical instances of art. This picture is three persons through life telling lies.
I should not venture for the outside about this time today. I conclude it is a custom scheme at least, effective as something else, it is. Figured as usual, in very thin family friend, namely wife story. Also highly in colouring, should think has a much lovely in your picture. September morning, the John Lowery in. This time cool green charmingly centred wash, walking an elongated slab. The bench to Amanda Burgoyne, after some of the pictures. And told in his garden under a tent, by some of his friends. The letters were handshake with Corr in the afternoon Brown style.
At 8 O'clock we were to start
about 8 weeks. Shall we have
guest music. When are you coming
over again? I hope & I know
are very keen on their farm and
am very much attracted on her
as a gentleman next May. After this
want her to enjoy her life in
that direction but without life
over a microscope would include
her in health. I am sure both the
may combine life with a library
or small farm. I believe the party
Cherny's in the city. June 3 for lessons
of them. From them I am.
Yes, exactly. The Eldridge lately

Are those in the Agric
are there more in particular
and you painting or talking
about to move to the country in the
fall. Your country is getting it a hand
and hand the Rush. I am sure I
cannot speak about it. We
shall all be dammed. This writing
from is meant for the will of when
will mail in on 25 of October
though it can be ready as I work
to the work fee. I have the
the right to a place in the
country with the dam.

Yours sincerely,
Mrs. Martin.